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DUALIZING COMPLEXES OF AFFINE SEMIGROUP RINGS

UWE SCHÄFER AND PETER SCHENZEL

Abstract. For an affine semigroup ring we construct the dualizing complex in

terms of the semigroup and the homology of the face lattice of the polyhedral

cone spanned by the semigroup. As a consequence there are characterizations

of locally Cohen-Macaulay rings, Buchsbaum rings, and Cohen-Macaulay rings

as well as Serre's condition AAr°¡.

INTRODUCTION

Let S denote a finitely generated submonoid of the additive monoid N", n

being a positive integer. By the affine semigroup ring 4[S] of 5 over a field

4 let us denote the subring of 4[xx, ... , xn] generated by all monomials xl,

s_ G S. So one has, up to isomorphisms, a one-to-one correspondence between

affine semigroup rings and affine varieties given parametrically by monomials.

Now it is of some interest to characterize ring theoretic properties as Cohen-

Macaulay, Gorenstein, etc., in terms of the semigroup 5. A first breakthrough

in this direction was done by Kempf et al. [KKMS] and Höchster [Hol] who

showed that 4[S] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring provided it is normal. Moreover,

the normality of 4[S] is described in terms of 5 (see [Hoi]).

Another particular case, if S is a simplicial semigroup, is treated by Goto,

Suzuki, and Watanabe [GSW], resp. Stanley [St2], who showed that 4[S] is a

Cohen-Macaulay ring if it satisfies the ¿/^-condition of Serre. Note that nor-

mality is equivalent to T2 and Rx . Moreover, there is a description of the

5^-condition in terms of S (see Theorem 6.3). In general the ^-condition is

not sufficient for 4[S] to be a Cohen-Macaulay ring, as follows by examples in

[Hoi] resp. [TH, 1.2].

On the other side Gröbner [G] posed the problem to classify Cohen-Macaulay

affine semigroup rings. The solution of this problem was done by Hoa and Trung

[TH].
Related to structural properties of graded rings is a technical tool of the dual-

ity theory. This is the dualizing complex introduced by Grothendieck (see [Ha]).

In recent years it became a helpful tool in commutative algebra. In particular,

its knowledge allows characterizations of Cohen-Macaulay rings, locally Cohen-

Macaulay rings, Buchsbaum rings, Gorenstein rings, and the ^-conditions of
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Serre. In general, the construction of the dualizing complex is not easy to de-

scribe in terms of the ring.

The main result of the present paper is the construction of 3i'(4[S]), the

normalized dualizing complex of 4[S] in the category of Z"-graded modules

(see Theorem 4.6). It is completely described in terms of the semigroup S and

the face lattice ATS of the convex rational polyhedral cone spanned by 5 in

Q" . The dualizing complex 3'(4[S\) provides a simplification of the Cohen-

Macaulay criterion given by Hoa and Trung [TH] (see Theorem 6.13). Besides it

there are characterizations of ( 1 ) the Serre condition AT{, (2) the locally Cohen-

Macaulayness of 4[S] and (3) to be a Buchsbaum ring, all in terms of S and

the face lattice.

In particular, the results about Buchsbaum rings, an intensive studied gener-

alization of the Cohen-Macaulay rings (see [SV]), shed some more light on the

interplay of commutative algebra, homological methods, and combinatorics.

Another description of the dualizing complexes of affine semigroup rings is

given by Masa-Nori Ishida in [12] based on his work in [II].

This paper is divided into six sections. The first section is concerned with

basic constructions related to the semigroup S. Furthermore, it contains the

results about the face lattice Fs. In the second section we recall basic work

of Folkman [F] about the homology of lattices. The third section is concerned

with basic facts about Z"-graded rings and modules, as well as the Z"-graded

structure of 4[S]. In Theorem 3.2, there is a description of the finite lattice of

homogeneous prime ideals of 4[S]. The aim of the fourth section, the core of

the paper, is the construction of the dualizing complex of 4[S]. Some of these

techniques are used in the fifth section in order to calculate the local cohomology

modules of 4[S] and the local cohomology modules of the canonical module of

4[S]. The sixth section is devoted to applications and examples. We start with

a characterization of Serre's ^-condition. Then there are criteria for 4[S]

being a Cohen-Macaulay, a locally Cohen-Macaulay, and a Buchsbaum, resp. a

Gorenstein, ring.

The question when 4[S] is a complete intersection ring, i.e., the defining

ideal of 4[S] in 4[xx, .. .xn] is generated by n -d elements, d = dim/[S],

is settled in [Sf].

1. Standard semigroups

First of all let us fix some notations, N, Q (Q+), Z denote the natural

numbers (0 € N), the (positive) rationals, and the integers, respectively. Let n

denote a fixed positive integer. For the vector space Q" we distinguish a base.

Let q = (qx, ... , q ) denote the coordinates of g G Q" with respect to this

distinguished base. For v e Q, V ç Q, W , W' ç Q" put

W±W'' = {w± w\w G W, u/ G W'},

vW = {v ■ w\w G W},     VW = {v ■ w\v G V, w G W}.
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By " < " let us denote the partial order on Q" induced by the order of the com-

ponents. An affine semigroup S is defined as a finitely generated submonoid of

the monoid N" with the componentwise addition and 0 = (0, ... , 0) as the

neutral element.  G(S) denotes the group generated by S in Z" . The monoid

S = {i G t7(5)|there is an m G N\{0} with m's G S}

is called the normalization of S.

For a subset LA of N", denote by (LA) the monoid generated by the elements

of LA . In particular, (0) = {0}. Let E(S) denote the set of indecomposable

elements (with respect to the addition) of S\{0] . Then E(S) is the uniquely

determined minimal generating system of S.

1.1. Lemma. For an arbitrary subset LA ofS, (LA) = S if and only if LA 2 E(S).

Proof. Obviously (E(S)) = S. Then the claim follows because of u £ (LA) for

ugE(S)\U.

Ws := Q+S is a convex polyhedral cone in the linear subspace QS of Q"

with the vertex 0 and the dimension rank G(S). The minimal elements of

S\{0] on the edges of this cone form a subset E0(S) of E(S) with the following

properties.

1.2. Lemma, (a) Ws = Q+(F0(5')). (b) There is a positive integer h such that

hS ç (E0(S)).

Proof. The first claim follows because Ws is the convex hull of its edges. The

second part is obvious, now.

Put d := rank C7(.S). The following is well known (cf. [Br, §2]): The

nonempty faces of Ws are convex polyhedral cones with vertex 0. With re-

spect to inclusion, they form a finite lattice Fs graded by the dimension of

its elements. We have (Fs)0 = {{0}}, (Fs)¿ = {%}. Any maximal totally
ordered subset of Fs consists of exactly d + 1 elements. For 0 < i < j < d ,

any element of (Fs)¡ is the intersection of elements of (F5)  .

1.3. Definition. An affine semigroup S is called a standard semigroup provided

the following conditions are satisfied.

(1) S = G(S)n"Nn.

(2) For i = 1,2, ... ,n, the image of S by the projection ni on the ith

component is a numerical semigroup, i.e., NfufS) is a finite set.

(3) The semigroups F( = 5nker7t(, i = 1, 2, ... , n, are pairwise disjoint

with rankG(F;) = rank(7(5) - 1 .

By Hochster's result [Hoi, §2], for any semigroup there is an isomorphic stan-

dard semigroup. In the following let us assume S to be a standard semigroup.

The conditions (1) and (3) mean that

(Fs)d_x = {Q+F¡\i=l,2,...,n}.
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In particular we see that Ws has exactly n maximal proper faces. All faces of

Ws admit a characterization in terms of the vanishing of certain components.

More precisely, for a subset / of {1,2,...,«} let

Fj = {igS\Sj = 0forj gI}.

For the case / = {j}, this means F,., = F. as defined in Definition 1.3.

1.4. Lemma, (a) Fs = {Q+F,\I ç {1, 2, ... ,n}}. (b) For any subset I of

{1,2,...,«} there is a unique maximal subset r(I) of {1,2,... , n} such

that FI = Fr{1).

The proof follows easily because Fs is closed with respect to intersections.

Let Max5 denote the set of maximal subsets / (with respect to inclusions) of

{1,2,...,«} with r(I) t¿ {1, 2, ...,«}. Then r(I) = I for every / G Max5

by Lemma 1.4. Furthermore, we have

1.5. Lemma.   (Fs)x = {Q+ F,\I G Maxs} .

Proof. The inclusion (Fs)x ç {Q+F¡\I G Maxs} follows by the definition of

Maxs. Conversely let / e Max5. Suppose dimQ+F/ > 1 . Let s, f G F,

be linearly independent over Q. Then there exists an s" g N" such that

Ofsf' = hi + «Y , h , «' G Z, and / c {i\s" = 0} . But s" G G(S) flN" = S.

Thus we have a contradiction to the maximality of / . Therefore Q+F, G (Fs)x

as required.

1.6. Remark. By virtue of 1.5

E0(S)3s_^{i\S¡ = 0}

yields a one-to-one correspondence between E0(S) and Max5 .

Example. For d < 3 there is a complete classification (up to isomorphisms) of

the sets Maxs :

(i)  Maxs = {0} and « = 1 , for d = 1 .

(ii) Maxs = {{l}, {2}} and « = 2, for d = 2.
(iii) Max,, = {{1, 2}, {2, 3}, ...,{«- 1, «},{«, 1}} for d = 3 and an

« > 3.

This follows easily by virtue of known geometric results.

In the next part we summarize identities for certain difference sets, which is

important for the fine study of semigroup rings.

1.7. Theorem. Let s G S and I = {i\st = 0}. Then S - ({s}) = S — F¡.

Proof. Because of s_c F¡ we have S- ({s_}) ç S-F¡. For the reverse inclusion,

let IG S and t1 g F¡. Then there are positive integers g , g' such that g_s > if

i.e., gs_ - tf G S, and g (gs_- () G S. Therefore

L- í = (t_+ (g - l )¿ + g'(gß_-())- g g's gS-({s})

as required.
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Now we decompose the group G(S) ç Z" into a disjoint union of certain

subsets. To this end let ÍA denote a filter on Fs , i.e., a proper nonempty subset

of the lattice Fs which contains with a face all faces containing it. Put

s*= n is-F>)\ u (s-F,)

For different filters ^, %' follows Sw n S^< = 0 because of the construction.

Hence, S% yields the requested disjoint union of G(S) when ^ covers all

filters of Fs. For particular cases of standard semigroups, there is a more

simple description of this family of sets. To this end put

S' = f]S-Fr
1=1

Then S' is again a standard semigroup with S ç S' ç S.

1.8. Lemma, (a) S' - F, = D,-6r(/)S' - *î = n,-€,(/)S - F, for every nonempty

subset I of {1,...,«}.

(b) If S'% ¿ 0, then 1¿ = <U(J) = {Q+F,\I ç J} for some subset J of

{1, ...,«}.

Proof. The first statement is shown by Goto and Watanabe [GW2, Lemma

3.3.5]. The second claim follows because of

¿*= n (s~f,)\ u (s~fa
QfF^ä QAFi g &■

In the following let us continue with the investigation of S%,JX.

1.9. Lemma. Let S'^(J) ^ 0 ./or some J ç {1,...,«}.

(a) //" 5^(Ji is bounded above, then r(J) = { 1 ,...,«} .

(b) If S'^.j, is bounded below, then r({l, ... , n}\J) = { 1,...,«} .

(c) Let r(J) = r({l, ...n}\J) and S'%,{J) bounded above (resp.  below).

Then it is bounded below ( resp. above ).

(d) In the case 0 / J = r(J), S%,JX is not bounded above.

Proof. It follows easily that

S%(j) - Fr(j) - s%(j)   and

S&tj) + Fr({\,...,n}\J) - ^-¿/(jy

This proves (a) and (b). In order to show (c), let ieZ" be an upper bound of

S'%,j,. Hence 0 < s¡ < f(. for all 5 G S%,j. and i G J . Therefore, Sfj. is the

union of the finitely many sets

4y)(£) = {M€ Si/(J)\u¡ = s., / s 7}.
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In the case S'%,JX is an infinite set, the same holds for one of the sets S'^.jAs),

s G S%,js. But then there are two different elements ¿ , s" G S'^.j.(s) , such that

f > s" . It follows JCJ' = r(f) £ {1.n) for f = {i c {I, ... , n}\s\ =

s¡} . Whence r(J) ^ {1,...,«}, a contradiction. The second case follows the

same line of reasoning. For the proof of (d) consider s G S' - Fj such that

st < 0, if i $ J, and s. > 0 for at least one j. Such an s exists because

J f- 0. But then, hs G S't/{J) for « = 1,2,3,.... Whence SLJ) is not

bounded above.

The importance of those boundedness conditions is closely related to the

following situation. Let A ç G(S) such that N + S ç N.

1.10. Lemma. There exist finitely many elements t , i , ... , t G G(S) such

that N = {f1, t2, ... , ¿} + S if and only if N is bounded below.

Proof. In the case there exist elements t , ... , t with the desired property

and the infimum of these elements yields a lower bound of A. In a first step

we prove the reverse conclusion for A = S. By Dickson's lemma [Di], a

lower bounded subset of Z" has only a finite number of minimal elements.

Applied to S\{0}, this yields that it is a finitely generated monoid. Let E(S) =

{l , ■■• , I8} ■ Then there is a positive integer m such that mf G S for all

i = I, ... , g. Therefore

E md
i=i

m, e N, m, < «? > +5.

For an arbitrary lower bounded subset A of G(S), it follows that Min(A),

the set of minimal elements of A, is finite. Because of A ç Min(A) + S, it

yields

A ç    Min( A) + < ̂ 2 md m¡ € N, mi < m > J + S.

This proves the claim.

1.11. Example. An affine standard semigroup ring is called simplicial provided

Max5 = {{l,...,«}\{/}|/ = 1,...,«}.

This is equivalent to the fact that EfS) consists of exactly d elements (cf.

[TH]). Of Course d = « . Then every subset / of {1, ... , «} has the property

J = r(J). By Lemma 1.8(d), all of the sets S'f/(J), J f 0, are either empty or

not bounded above.

2. Homology groups of a finite lattice

Homological investigations of affine semigroup rings lead to investigations

on the lattice Ts. To make these connections more precise, let us fix the

required definitions.   Let 'V denote a finite lattice with Ü the infimum and
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T the supremum of 'V. A totally ordered subset of 2^\{0, 1} with m + 1

elements is called a chain of length m. The order complex of 'V is defined

as the abstract simplicial complex whose m-dimensional faces are the chains of

length m of "V. The homology groups HfV ; G) of 'V with coefficients in

an abelian group G are defined as the corresponding reduced homology groups

of the order complex.

A subset F° of T\{0, 1} is called a crosscut of T if the elements of 2^°

are pairwise incomparable and every maximal chain of "V contains an element

of 'V . Let A(T~°) denote the abstract simplicial complex of all subsets W

of ^"° with

{mfW ,s\\pW}±{0Ä}.

Then the following theorem was shown by Folkman [F].

2.1. Theorem [F]. Let Vo be a crosscut of T. Then

Hi(T;G) = Hi(A(^°);G)

for any i g Z and an abelian group G.

We will apply this result to quotients of the lattice Ts. To this end, let W

be a filter of ,TS . Let TS/%A denote the factor lattice of ATS with respect to

°¿A. Define Maxs = {Jx, ... , Jf} as in the first section. Let A%, denote the

subcomplex of A, the complex of all subsets of {I, ... , r}, defined by a G

Ay if and only ij Q+Fn     j  $ ÍA. Then {Q+FfiJ G Maxs}\%A is a crosscut of

■TS/?A. Therefore Theorem 2.1 yields the following result.

2.2. Corollary. H-fAT^áí ; G) = H¡(A%, ; G) for any i G Z and an abelian group

G.

Let us continue with some examples.

2.3. Examples, (a) Let A be a simplicial complex with the vertex set E. Then

A = A u {0, E} is a finite lattice. The order complex of A is the barycentric

subdivision of A. Hence

//,(A;C7) = //,(A;C7).

(b) The intersection of the cone Ws = Q+S with the hyperplane YLa¡— 1 m

the linear space QG(S) is a (d - l)-dimensional convex polyhedron with edge

lattice ,TS . Whence we have

„. (G,    i = d-2;
H.(T;G)=\'    s I 0,     otherwise.

3. N"-graded rings

A theory of N"-graded rings and modules was developed by Goto and

Watanabe [GW2], resp. Stanley [Stl], Here we summarize the basic notions.
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3.1. Definition. A commutative ring 3t with 1 is called N"-graded provided

there is a family {3?s\s G N"} of subgroups of 31 such that 31 = ©jeN»^

and 3As3AL ç 3¿s+¡ for s, t_ G N" .

A module JA over an N"-graded ring 31 is called Z"-graded if there is a

family {JAt\t_ G Z"} of subgroups of JA such that ^f = ©,eZ»^ and^^ ç

•^í+í for -~e N" ' - e Z" •

The elements of A%s resp. ^#, are called homogeneous of degree 5 resp. t_.

An ideal of an N"-graded ring 3t is homogeneous provided it has a homoge-

neous generating set, i.e., it is a Z"-graded submodule of 31. An ^"-linear map

y: „# —* N of Z"-graded ^-modules JA and yT is called a homomorphism

provided y(^) ç JT^ t_ G Z". For u G Z" let AV(u) denote the Zn-graded

^"-module JA whose grading is given by

yf(ä)L = yVä+L,      t_eZ".

Let Horn^(JA, yf )u denote the group of homomorphisms of the Z"-graded

^■-modules JA and AV(u) . Then

Horn fl#,yn = C^lAomAJA ,AV)^
uez"

is a Z"-graded ^-module.

Now let 31 be a Noetherian N"-graded ring such that ^0 is a local ring

with the maximal ideal /nQ. Then m = mQ ®@s^qA%s denotes the unique

homogeneous maximal ideal of 31. Call 32 a Cohen-Macaulay, Gorenstein,

resp. Buchsbaum ring provided (3Am,m32ff has the corresponding property.

Let /i denote a prime ideal and JA a Z"-graded ^-module. Then JA. .

denotes the localization of JA with respect to the multiplicatively closed set of

homogeneous elements of 3l\/i.

Let SÇN" denote a standard semigroup. Let / be an arbitrary field. Let

us write xf, îêN"; for the monomial x\' • • • xsn" in 4[x] = 4[xx, ... , xn],

the polynomial ring in the indeterminates xx, ... , xn over 4 . The subring

4[S] of 4[x] generated by all the monomials xl, s G S, is called the affine

semigroup ring of S. 4[S] is an N"-graded ring because of

Í /,    seS,

1 *l    \ 0,     s<£S.

Let A be a subset of Z" with the property N+S ç N. Then 4[N] denotes the

Z"-graded /[5]-module defined in a similar way. The homogeneous maximal

ideal of 4[S] is m = 4[S\{0}]. For two subsets A, , A2 of Z" with A, D N2

set

4[NX\N2] = 4[NX]/4[N2].

By Trung and Hoa [TH, Lemma 2.1], the homogeneous prime ideals of 4[S]

are exactly given by 4[S\Fj], J ç {1,... , n} . Here we prove
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3.2. Theorem, (a) The homogeneous prime ideals of 4[S] form a lattice, anti-

isomorphic (with respect to inclusion) to ATS.

(b) Let J ç {1, ... , «} such that Q+Fy G (Tfi for some ¡eN, Then

dim/[Fy] = i   and   ht4[S\Fj] = d-i,

d = rank G(S).

Proof. For (a) note that the order-reversing bijection is given by 4[S\Fj] h->

Q+Fj . Then (b) follows by properties of ATS shown in the first section. Now

let /¿j = 4[S\Fj], yc{l,...,«},a homogeneous prime ideal. Note that

4[S](^) = 4[S-FJ].

The following result is useful for the next section in order to construct the

dualizing complex.

3.3. Lemma. The set of monomials {xl\s_ g EfS)} generates an m-primary

ideal of 4[S].

Proof. By 1.2 there exists an integer « such that

h(S\{0}) ç (EfS)) ç E0(S) + S.

But this means that the ideal generated by the described set of monomials con-

tains m  . This proves the claim.

4. Dualizing complexes

Now let A32 denote an N"-graded ring, with 32Q = 4 a field. Put m =

®s¥0A%s. Let Û32 denote the homogeneous ideal generated by forms ßx, ... ,

ûr. The complex Ji'(ûj; M), i =1, ... ,r fis defined by

' 3A,      i = 0,

X\%\31)= \ 3?ñ¡,    i = l,

k 0,        otherwise,

with the only nontrivial boundary homomorphism

JT0(l7;-; ̂ ) ^.TA\-&t;3l), n 1 ■

Here 3A$ denotes the localization of 32 with respect to the multiplicatively

closed set {ûr, r g N}. For a finitely generated Z"-graded ^-module J' put

3i'(f,JA)= j(g)Jr'(<3(.;^)] ®jjr.

This is a complex of Z"-graded ^-modules with

H\,AW'($;JA)) = H'fJA),        iGZ,
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where H'^JA), i g Z, denotes the local cohomology modules of JA with

support ß32 . See [Gr] for the definitions and the details of the proofs. In

particular, it follows:

1. H'fjf), i G Z, are Zn -graded Artinian ^-modules, if Radû3? = m .

2. Up to isomorphism .Af'(-&; AAA2) does not depend on the particular choice

of the generating set.

Let T£ denote a Z"-graded AA2-mod\\\e. For a complex £f of Z"-graded

^"-modules the complex Horn f [W , ¿€) is defined by

(Hom^jW , JA))' = Horn f (gr~', JA),        ígZ,

and the induced boundary maps. For an integer p denote by JA\p] the complex

,     ( .£,    i = p,

*[p]' = \ .I 0,      i¿p,

with trivial boundary maps. For the definition of Z"-graded injective 32-

modules see [GW2]. In accordance with Hartshorne [Ha], we define

4.1. Definition. A dualizing complex of 32 is a bounded complex 2l'(32)

of Z"-graded injective ^-modules and homomorphisms whose cohomology

modules are finitely generated and Horn A4, 3¡'(32)) = 4[p] for an integer

p. Here 4 is considered as the ^-module A32\m..

Without loss of generality we may assume p = 0, i.e., 2¡'(32) is a normal-

ized dualizing complex. By [GW2, Theorem 2.1.4], it is known that Hom^K 4)

is a dualizing functor on the category of Z"-graded ^"-modules. Now let Û32

be as above a homogeneous ideal with Rad Û32 = m .

4.2. Proposition. 3l'(32) := Hom/(J''(i/; 32), 4) is a normalized dualizing

complex of 32.

Proof. Obviously 3¡'(32) is a bounded complex of Z"-graded ^-modules and

homomorphisms. As a direct sum of localizations AAiA'(û; 32), i G Z, is a flat

^"-module. Therefore, 2¡~\32), i G Z, is a Z"-graded injective J^-module.

Because H'(.W'(d; 3)) is an Artinian Z"-graded ^"-module, it follows by du-

ality that H~l (3¡' (32)) is a finitely generated Z"-graded ^"-module. Because

of

(4,    i = 0,
Horn A4,3   (32)) ̂  Worn¿(4 ®.TA (û;32),4) = i

the claim follows.

Now let us construct the dualizing complex for the particular case of an affine

semigroup ring 4 [S]. To this end, put Y_ = {x~\s G EfS)} . We denote by

r the finite number of elements of Y_. Then Max^ = {Jx, ... , Jf by virtue

of Remark 1.6. By Lemma 3.3 Y_ generates an /«-primary ideal in 4[S]. Let

32A'(Y_; 4[S]) denote the complex of Z"-graded /[S]-modules, as constructed
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at the beginning of this section with respect to the system Y_ of elements of

4[S]. Then there is a Zn-graded isomorphism H'J4[S]) = H'(Y;4[S]),

iGZ, where we write Hj(Y; 4[S]) instead of H\3tA'(Y_ ; 4[S])). At first we

describe AA?'(Y ; /[S]) more precisely in terms of the semigroup S.

4.3. Lemma. // holds

( 0, i < 0 or i > r,

AS],'   i = o,3AA (Y;4[S])
QKj^jKrAS-F ], 0<i<r.

nl=iJj,

Proof. By virtue of the construction of A%"(Y_; 4[S]) the conclusion follows

because of Theorem 1.7 and properties of the localization.

Let -AñA'QL; 4[S])S, s G Z", denote the complex, which is the restriction of

32A'iX.\ ¿[S]) to its 5th graded piece. It is a subcomplex of 32A'(Y_; 4[S]) such

that

H'(Y;4[S])= Q)H'(3r-(Y;4[S])f>
sez"

=   0  H\.A2A"(Y_\4\S])S),        iGZ,
s_eG(S)

since JffY; 4[S])S = 0 for s £ G(S). Let 1¿ be a filter of Ts. With the

notation ATs/%, Sv, A, Af/ as defined in §2, we prove

4.4. Lemma. Let sgS^. Then AAf'(Y ; 4[S])s = -TA" (A, A# ; 4)[l], where the

complex on the right side is the relative cochain complex of A with respect to

Ay shifted one place to the right.

Proof. Let /  , ... , J  G Maxc. Then
7, 7, S

{ 4,   j, n ■ ■ ■ n J. g iz,
As-F,n,..nJi = \ „       [\     .     '<

'I 0,     otherwise.

By definition y; n • • • n J¡ G% if and only if {jx, ... , jf g A\A^ . Whence

the analogous building of the complexes yields the claim.

With Lemma 4.4 in mind one may calculate the cohomology of the complex

,TA"(Y_; 4\S]).

4.5. Lemma. For iGZ there are Z"-graded isomorphisms of 4-vector spaces

H'(Y; AS]) = 0 ASW] ®, H^fTs/V; 4),

where the direct sum is taken over all filters í¿ of ' ATS.

Proof. Because A has trivial cohomology groups, the following exact sequences

of complexes

0 -► JF'iA, Af/ ; 4) -» 32A'(A; 4) -» .TA'(A^ ;4)^0
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yield isomorphisms

//'"' (A, Är;/)S Hl~2(Ay ;4),        i g Z.

Because 4 isa field,

Hl-1(Ay-4)^H¡_l(Aí/,4)

by duality. By the previous considerations

H\Y_;4\S])=   0 H\TA\Y_;4\S])f)
seG(S)

=   ©  Ç&H'(,r(Y;4[S])s).
WcZ&s s_Ç.Sv

Recall that G(S) = {JvcfSv and S.^nSr = 0 for ^ ^ &". Finally we have

//'(J_ ; x/[5]) - 0 ASV] ®, //'"'(A, A^; /)

by view of Lemma 4.4. With the above remark, the claim follows.

4.6. Theorem. Let X'(Y; 4[S]) be the above complex of Z"-graded 4[S]-

modules. Then

3¡'(4[S]) = Wom((32A'(Y: 4[S]),4)

is the dualizing complex of 4[S] and

H-(3\4[S]))= 0 4[-Su]®/Hi_2(ATs/W;4),
Vez5rs

i G Z, as 4-vector spaces.

Proof. By construction and Proposition 4.2 D'(4[S]) is the normalized dual-

izing complex of 4[S]. Because of the dualizing functor, the claim about the

cohomology follows by Lemma 4.5.

For certain reasons it is useful to know a complex of finitely generated mod-

ules quasi-isomorphic to the dualizing complex.

4.7. Corollary. The dualizing complex D'(4[S]) is quasi-isomorphic to a com-

plex of finitely generated Z"-graded 4[S]-modules.

Proof. The cohomology modules of ATA'(Y_; 4[S]) are Artinian Z-graded 4[S]-

modules. Therefore, there is an s G Z" such that

H\Y; 4[S])t = 0 for all / G Z or it holds t_ < s,  t_eZ".

Define

v'iAS])= 0 &iAS])t
teG(S)
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with the induced /[»SJ-module structure and the induced boundary maps. As

easily seen <ÈA'(4[S]) is a subcomplex of 3 (4[S]) with isomorphic coho-

mology modules. Without loss of generality we may choose s G G(S). Then

{L\^'(4[S])l t¿ 0 for some i gZ} ç -s + S. Now there is an integer ;, such

that the dimension of every /-vector space er'(4[S])t is bounded above by j.

Because 4[S] is a finitely generated / [S]-module, the proof is complete.

5. Local cohomology and canonical module

As an immediate consequence of the construction of TA'(Y_; 4\S\) and

its properties we get the following result about the local cohomology modules

KiAS]), i g Z, of 4[S].

5.1. Corollary. For an i g Z there is an isomorphism of Zn-graded 4-vector

spaces

KiAS]) = © ASV] ®, Hi-ii^JV;*),

where the sum is taken over all filters %A of ATS.

By Lemma 4.5 and the results of §4, the proof is obvious. The next remark

extends this result to certain finitely generated Z" -graded 4[S]-modules.

5.2. Remark. Let t,,..., t_, G Zn and A := {t_x, ... , f} + S. Then 4[N] is

a finitely generated Z" -graded /[SJ-module. Put

Ny=    f|    (N-Ff\     (J    (N-Ff.
QAFjZt/ oAf^h/

Then, by the same considerations as done in §4, one obtains "mutatis mutandis"

KiAN]) = © 4[Ny] ®, H^f.T^-4)
i/d.9rs

for the ith local cohomology module of the /[5]-module 4[N], Of a particular

interest are the local cohomology modules in small dimensions.

5.3. Corollary.   H°J4[S]) = 0, HXm(4[S]) = 4[(Ç\JeUaXs(S - Ff)\S].

Proof. We have H~2(A^ ; 4) = 0 and H~x(A% ; 4) = 4, if A^ = 0 resp. = 0

if Ay ¿ 0 for every filter %A of Ts . Now Ay = 0 if and only if It =

•^sAUQ}}, i-e., Sy = D/eMax iS - Fj)\S ■ Therefore the claim follows by

Lemma 4.5.

5.4. Example. Let d = dim4[S] = 2. By the example after Remark 1.6 we get

« = 2 and Fs = {{0}, Q+F, , Q+F2, Ws}. Therefore one has to consider the

following filters:

1. Wx = {&s} with 9"S¡ÍÍX = ATS and Sy = G(S)\(S -FXUS-F2).

2. %2i  =  {%,Q+Ff   with  ATs/%A2i  =   {{0},Q+Fj,Ws}   and   Sy    =

(S-Ff\(S-F.) where {/,;} = {1,2}.
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3. ^3   =   {^,Q+F,,Q+F2}   with   Tsl%   =   {{0},%}   and   Sy   =

(S-Fx)n(S-F2)\S.

Up to  HfTs/í¿x ; 4) = H_X(ATS/%A};4) = 4, all of the other homologies

vanish. That is,

' 0,        i < 0 or / > 2,

H'J4[S])=\ 4[(S-Fx)n(S-F2)\S],        i=l,

^4[G(S)\((S-Fx)u(S-F2))],        i = 2.

Now put S' = n"=] S - F; as defined in Lemma 1.8. S' is bounded below.

By Lemma 1.10 4[S'] is a finitely generated Z"-graded /[S]-module. One

has S ç S' ç S, S' + S ç S'. Hence S' is a standard semigroup. In order

to calculate the local cohomology modules of 4[S'], note that Y_4[S'] is a

.^[S'\{0}]-primary ideal. Hence, the complex -T'(Y_\ 4[S']) can be viewed

as a complex of /[S]- as well as a complex of /[S'j-modules. Let W(J) be

defined as in Lemma 1.8. By Lemma 1.8 and Remark 5.2 it follows immediately:

5.5. Corollary. For i G Z there is an isomorphism of Z"-graded 4-vector spaces

KiAS']) =      ©     4[S'y(J)] ®, Hx_2(ATs/V(J) ; 4),
yc{i,...,«}

where the sum is taken over all J ç {1,...,«}.

This result was shown by Trung and Hoa [TH, §3], The simplification in

comparison with the general case is based on Sy = 0 for all filters ^ not of

the form ÍA(J) (see Lemma 1.8).

We shall calculate now Hdm(4\S]), d = dim4[S]. To this end, put

S" = G(S)\(j(Fi-S).

5.6. Theorem. There is an isomorphism of Zn-graded 4[S]-modules

d = dim 4[S].

Proof. Since H^(4[S]) is an Artinian module, it follows by Corollary 5.1. that

Sy is bounded above, provided Hd_1(ATs/'ÏA ; 4)^0. It is easy to see that the

sets Sy,< ,., j = 1,...,«, are nonempty and not bounded above (see Lemma

1.9(d)). Therefore,

Hd_2(Ts/%A({]});4) = 0   for j = 1, ... , «.

For two filters °tí ç í¿' of Ts the order complex of ATS/%A' may be viewed as

a subcomplex of the order complex of TS/AAA . By the aid of the Mayer-Vietoris

sequence it follows:

Hd_2(Ts/AAA) = 0 for some % D a2A({j}) and some j = 1,2, ... , n. Hence

Hdm(4[S]) = 4[S{Ws}] ®, Hd_2(ATs ; 4),

Hd(4[S]) = 4[-S"],
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as an isomorphism of /-vector spaces, Because of 2.3(b) and

S{%} = G(S)\\JS-Fj,
Jy¿0

there is an isomorphism of Z"-graded /-vector spaces Hm(4[S]) = 4[-S ].

Because of the structure of the dualizing complex, this is in fact an isomorphism

of Z"-graded /[S]-modules

Hd(4[S]) = 4[G(S)]/4 \JS-F,
7 = 1

The dth local cohomology module of 4[S] is closely related to the canonical

module of 4[S]. Here

K/[S] = H~d(3'(4[S])),       d = dim4[S],

is called thé canonical module of 4[S]. See Herzog and Kunz [HK], resp.

Schenzel [Sch] for the definition and basic results.

5.7. Corollary. There are isomorphisms of Z"-graded 4[S]-modules

^¿[s] — *[S ] — K/(s'y

Proof. Duality yields the first isomorphism by Theorem 5.6. By the same argu-

ment and Lemma 1.8, we get the second isomorphism.

We shall conclude this section with the calculation of the local cohomology

modules of the canonical module of 4[S]. This is useful in order to simplify

a Cohen-Macaulay criterion.

5.8. Theorem. For i G Z it holds

KiKASl) -     ©     A-s'y{{x ,...,„}V}] ®, Ht_2i<rs/Wj ; 4).
JC{\,...,n)

Proof. First note that Ar/r5] is a finitely generated Zn-graded /[5]-module.

Furthermore S" + S' ç S" . Thus, we may apply Remark 5.2 in order to claim.

It is enough to prove that

v"      - - v'
°%(J) ~     °t/({l,...,n)\J)

for J ç {1, ... , «}. But

Stw= W - Fj)\\J(Sr - Ff)
jeJ i$j

= f](G(S)\(FJ-S))\\J(G(S)\(Fi-S))
jeJ i£J

as follows by simple calculations. This proves the statement.
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6. Applications

This section is devoted the study of homological properties of affine semi-

group rings. To this end we relate the fine structure of the dualizing complex

to structural properties of these rings. Let 32 denote a Noetherian N"-graded

ring with 32^ = 4 and m := @s¥032s. The complex x~d9¡'(32), d = dim32 ,

denotes the left truncated dualizing complex 3'(32) of 32 , i.e.,

0 -> im(9~d (32) -» 2Td+l(32)) - 3~d+l (.#)-»■•■

with the induced homomorphisms. For the cohomology modules it yields

[ 0,        otherwise.

As before, let K ̂  denote the canonical module of 32 . We need the following

criterion.

6.1. Theorem. The ring 32 is

— locally a Cohen-Macaulay ring (i.e., 32 , /? c m a prime ideal, is a

Cohen-Macaulay ring) if and only if H'(x~ 3¡'(32)),  i G Z, are 32-

modules of finite length.

— a Buchsbaum ring if and only if x~ 3'(32) is quasi-isomorphic to a

complex of 32\m-vector spaces.

— a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if H'(x~ 2>'(32)) = 0 for all i G Z.

— a Gorenstein ring if and only if it is a Cohen-Macaulay ring with 32 =

K,A$-) for some IGZ".
— ATX , i.e., depth AA2 / > Min{/, dimAT } for all prime ideals /i  of 31,

/ > 2, if and only if 32 is 5?2 and H'JK^) = 0 for all i, d-l + 2<
i<d.

In the case AT is locally a Cohen-Macaulay ring with d = dim AT > 2, there

are a short exact sequence

0 - H~\&(32)) -* HdfKj) - Horn f32. 4) - 0

and isomorphisms

Hd;l-J(Kj) = H-J(3'(32)),        2<j<d,

of Z" -graded AT-modules.

The proofs are similar to those of the local situation given in [Sch]. In the

following, let 32 = 4[S], an affine semigroup ring.

A. The Serre condition ATr Let dim/[S] = d > 2. First note that ATX is

always satisfied because 4[S] is a domain. Moreover ATd is equivalent to

the Cohen-Macaulayness of 4[S]. Thus, in a certain sense AT{ measures the

Cohen-Macaulay deviation.
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6.2. Lemma. The ring 4[S] satisfies AT¡, / > 2, if and only if

depth AS - Fj] > Min{/, dim/[5 - F,]}

for all J such that 0 f J ç {I, ...,«}.

Proof. The claim says that AT¡ holds if and only if

depth 4[S]{/r) > Min{l, dim4[S](/r)}

for all homogeneous prime ideals /z of 4[S] (see Theorem 3.2). But this

equivalence is shown by Goto and Watanabe [GW2, p. 244].

6.3. Theorem. Let S' = f"|"=, S - F¡ as above. Then 4[S] satisfies AT2 if and

only ifS = S'.

Proof. First let S = S'. Then hI(4[S]) = 0 by Corollary 5.3. Let J ç
{1, ... , «} be a subset with at least two elements. Then S - Fj = f1,ey S -

Fj - Fj. By the same argument as before

H¿[>s\Fj)+S-Fj]i^[S - Fj]) = 0.

By Lemma 6.2 this means nothing else but AT2.

In order to prove the converse statement, let S ^ S' and t_GS'\S. Put /, :=

{s G S\s + t_ gS}. It follows fi + SCfi and ItnF¡¿0 for all i e {1, ... , «} .

Therefore, /[/,] is a homogeneous ideal of 4[S], not contained in one of the

4[S\FA], the homogeneous prime ideals of height 1 of 4[S]. Hence the height

of /[/,] is at least two. Because of the ^-condition it contains a 4[S]-regular

sequence {ox, v2} . Whence

oxo2x_-G ox4[S]   and   oxxL G vX4[S]: v2 = ox4[S],

i.e., t_ € S, a contradiction.

6.4. Theorem. Let / > 2 be an integer. Then 4[S] satisfies AT¡ if and only if

the following holds:   S' = S and for any subset J, 0 ^ J c {1,2, ... , n},

S'vai,...,n}\j) = 0 °r Hl(Ts/%(J);4) = 0 for all i>d-l.

Proof. By virtue of Example 2.3, Theorem 5.6, and Theorem 5.8 the claim

results immediately from Theorem 6.1.

B. When is 4[S] locally a Cohen-Macaulay ring? The understanding of the re-

lationship between 4[S] and 4[S'] becomes more significant by the following

statement.

6.5. Lemma. Assume 4[S] is locally a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Then the follow-

ing conditions are equivalent:

(i) S'\S is a finite set, and

(Ü) s' = nJeMaXss-Fj-
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Under one of these conditions lff4[S]) = Hl(4[S']) for all i>2.

Proof. First note that (ii) yields (i) by Corollary 5.3 and the short exact sequence

given in Theorem 6.1. Now consider the short exact sequence

0 -^ 4[S] -^ 4[S'] -* 4[S'\S] -» 0.

Under the assumption (i) it gives isomorphisms

4[S'\S] = H°J4[S'\S]) = Hl(4[S]) = 4 fi   iS-Fj)\S
7eMaxv

(see Corollary 5.3). Therefore (ii) holds. Now the isomorphisms follow by the

short exact sequence.

Now let r(J), J being a subset of {1,...,«} , defined as in Lemma 1.4.

Then there is the following criterion for 4[S] being locally a Cohen-Macaulay

ring.

6.6. Theorem. The following conditions are equivalent:

(i) 4[S] is locally a Cohen-Macaulay ring.

(ii) S' = flyeMax S - Fj and 4[S'] is locally a Cohen-Macaulay ring.

(iii) S'\S is a finite set and

S'y(J) = 0   or   HiiPg/ifiJ) ; /) = 0   for all i G Z

and every subset of J of {1, ... , n) with r(J) ^ {1,...,«}.

(iv) For every subset J of {I, ... , n} with r(J) ^ {1,...,«}, 4[S - Fy]

is a Cohen-Macaulay ring.

Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows by Theorem 6.1 and Lemma 6.5.

By virtue of Theorem 4.6 the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) turns out by Theorem

6.1 and Lemma 6.5. Finally looking at the corresponding localizations, Theorem

4.6 proves the equivalence of (iii) and (iv).

6.7. Examples, (i) Suppose r(J) = J for every subset J of {1, ... , «} with

r(J) f {1,...,«} ; e.g., this is the case when rank G(S) < 3 of S is a simplicial

semigroup (see Remark 1.6 or Example 1.11). Then 4[S] is locally a Cohen-

Macaulay ring if and only if S'\S is a finite set (see Lemma 6.5).

(ii) Let S be an affine standard semigroup such that 4[S] is locally a Cohen-

Macaulay ring. Let LA denote a finite subset of S\{0} with the following

property: If s+t G U for some s,t_G S\{0}, then i, t_GU . Then Sx = S'\U

is a standard semigroup such that S'x = S' and 4[SX] is locally a Cohen-

Macaulay ring.

C. Buchsbaum rings. For 4[S] being a Buchsbaum ring it is necessary (but not

sufficient) that ™H'm(4{S]) = 0 for all i ¿ dim/[5]. First let us clarify what

it means for the semigroup S.
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6.8. Theorem. Let 4[S] be a Buchsbaum ring. Then S' + (S\{0}) ç S and

HfATs/%A(J) ; /) = 0 for all i G Z or (S'y(J) + (S\{0})) n S'y(J) = 0 for every

subset J, 0 f J ç{l, ...,«}.

Proof. By the local duality theorem and Lemma 4.3, the claim follows from

™H'J4[S]) = 0 for all /, i ¿ dim/[5], and Theorem 6.6.

6.9. Proposition. 4[S'] is a Buchsbaum ring, provided 4[S] is a Buchsbaum

ring.

Proof. If 4[S] is a Buchsbaum ring, then x~ !T'(4[S]) is quasi-isomorphic

to a complex of /[5]|^-vector spaces (see Theorem 6.1). Therefore, the same

holds for x~_dxSi'(4[S]), the complex x~d3''(4[S]) truncated at (-l)th place

from the right. Because S'\S is a finite set, H~{(2ï'(4[S'])) = 0 and

xZd&(4[S]) = x~_dx3)'(4[S']) = x~d9A'(4\S']).

Therefore x~ AT (4[S']) is quasi-isomorphic to a complex of /[S]\/n-vector

spaces, i.e., 4[S'] is a Buchsbaum ring (see Theorem 6.1).

The following result is a sufficient criterion. It generalizes a known result for

Z-graded rings to the Z"-graded situation.

6.10. Theorem. Put

T:={t_G Zn\H~i(3¡'(4\S]))L ¿ 0 for some i,0<i< d}.

If (T + (S\{0})) n F = 0, then 4[S] is a Buchsbaum ring.

Proof. For ígZ" is the complex (t~ 3'(4\S\))l, a complex of finite /-vector

spaces, quasi-isomorphic to its complex of cohomology modules (with triv-

ial boundary maps). The direct sum of these quasi-isomorphisms possesses—

under the assumptions of the theorem—a trivial structure as homomorphisms

of /[S'J-modules. In particular it ensures that mH~\AT\4[S])) = 0 for all i,

i < d. By Theorem 6.1 it follows that 4[S] is a Buchsbaum ring.

6.11. Examples, (i) Let 4[S'] be a Cohen-Macaulay ring. Then 4[S] is a

Buchsbaum ring if and only if S' + (S\{0}) ç 5.

(ii) Let T denote the set of all proper nonempty subsets J of {1,...,«} ,

such that //.(jy ^(/) ; /) ¿ 0 for some i gZ. Then 4[S'] is a Buchsbaum

ring, provided

U iS'nJ) + iS\{Q})) n !J s'y(J) = 0.
J€J J&f

A similar result holds also for S instead of S'.

D. When is 4[S] a Cohen-Macaulay ring? In order to avoid trivial situations,

let d = dim 4[S] > 2. First of all, let us deduce a result shown by Hoa and

Trung [TH, Theorem 4.1].
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6.12. Proposition. 4[S] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if S = S' and

for every nonempty proper subset J of {I, ... , n}

S'y(J) = 0   or   HfTs/%A(J) ; /) = 0   for all i G Z.

Proof. By Theorem 6.1 the proof follows in accordance with Theorem 4.6 and

Corollary 5.5.

The following criterion yields a sharpening of Proposition 6.12 based on a

finer study of the dualizing complex. To this end, let t be the largest integer

with 2t + 2<d.

6.13. Theorem. 4[S] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if S = S' and for

every nonempty proper subset J of {1, ... ,n)

S%(j)[JSy{{x^n^j) = 0   or

HfATs/%A(J) ; /) = 0  for all i, t<i<d- 3.

Proof. By Theorem 6.4 it follows that 4[S] satisfies the ^-condition for / =

t + 2 under the assumptions of the theorem. On the other side it yields

H~'(SA'(4[S])) = 0   fort + 2<i<d

by Theorem 4.6 and Corollary 5.5. Both of these are necessary and sufficient

for 4[S] to be a Cohen-Macaulay ring.

6.14. Examples, (i) Let S be a simplicial affine semigroup. By Lemma 1.9

4[S] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring if and only if S = S'. This is the well-known

result shown by Goto, Suzuki,and Watanabe [GSW], resp. Stanley [St2].

(ii) Let S = S, S is defined as in § 1. That is, S is a normal affine semigroup.

In particular it yields S = S'. Furthermore, Sy.j, = {s_ G G(S)\sj > 0 if and

only if i G J}, J, a nonempty subset of {1,...,«}, is either empty or not

bounded above. Because the cohomology modules of 3'(4[S]) are finitely

generated, 4[S] is a Cohen-Macaulay ring (see Theorem 4.6). This was shown

by Höchster [Hol] and in [KKMS].

E. Gorenstein rings. In this subsection there is a characterization of Gorenstein

affine semigroup rings. To this end let

«

S" = G(S)\\J(F! - S)
i=\

as in §5. The following result is shown in [TH].

6.15. Proposition. 4[S] is a Gorenstein ring if and only if 4[S] is a Cohen-

Macaulay ring and there is an s g G(S) with S' + {s} = S.

Proof. By Corollary 5.7 4[S"] is the canonical module of 4[S]. Now 4[S]

is a Gorenstein ring if and only if it is a Cohen-Macaulay ring with 4[S"], a

monogen /[5]-module. But this is equivalent to the given condition. Further-

more, note that S" + {s} = S yields S = S .
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6.16. Example. Suppose S is a normal affine semigroup, i.e., S = S. Then

S" = S\{t_ G S\t¡ = 0 for some i G {I, ... , n}} as easily seen. Hence 4[S] is

a Gorenstein ring if and only if ( 1, 1, ... , 1) G S .

More general in the situation of S = S, one may calculate the Cohen-

Macaulay type of 4[S], i.e., the minimal number of generators of the canonical

module of 4[S]. In general, this is not so easy to do. In the case of monomial

space curves in P3, this is done in [BSS].

Acknowledgment. We are grateful to the referee who drew our attention to the

work of Masa-Nori Ishida.
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